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A Comparlson wlth Othcr Comtcmporary Litcrary Works 
F山nieSAKAI 
Natsume Soseki's“Higansugimade"has a famous scene， where the 
main character Keitaro follows a couple frorn the Ogawacho stop of the 
city tram. It describes Keitaro watching them， especiaUy the woman. In 
Meiji 40s， the Tokyo口tytram was expanding rapidly， and rnany literary 
works which 3re set on it were produced. They a1so write about a man's 
close glance at a woman. This paper analyze these works having the city 
tram as a scene， and compares“Hi国nsu回made"wIth them 
1 deal with 6 works， inwhich a man watches a woman on a city 
tram. In a1 of these works， the main characters gaze at the body and 
dothes of a woman who happens to be on the same tram with them， and 
speculate about her background. By imagining desirable relationship 
between her and himse1f， or projecting his distress on her sentimentally， 
he reassures the value and sense of his life. Accordingly the works don't 
aim at expressing the woman's identity， but the man's feel凹.gsand desire 
In“Higansugimade"， the narrator ta1ks ironically about Keitaro's 
curiosity about a strange woman like other city-tram characters'. But the 
difference between Keitaro and them is more important. Watching her 
unbalanced c1othes， Keitaro irnagines a romantic story. But watching her 
face straight1y， he finds no mystery on her and stops imag凹 ng.His reac-
tion is different frorn other characters' and can be interpreted as his wish 
to face others directly. T、hisdistinction is important because it makes the 
structure of this work in which fragments are not interpreted arbitrarily， but 
the blanks are left to be lilled in by each 01 the character's individual 
stories. Besides， the issue of dealing with others is a1so connected with 
Sunaga， another main character. By revealing Keitaro's distinction， this 
paper wil1 also consider a matter about Sunaga 
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